
Practice Plan: Monday 4/4  
Grades 6 – 8 
 
6:00  Dynamic warm up 

 Jog/Jog  
 High Knees/Butt Kicks  
 Frankenstein walks/quad pulls 
 Quad hugs/Cross over toe touch  
 Side shuffle/side shuffle facing opposite direction 
 Karaoke/Karaoke facing opposite direction 
 Sprint/sprint 

 
6:05  Partner Passing 

 Right to Right 
 Left to Left 
 Around the world 
 BHB 

 
Split into 3 groups for the next four segments of practice (Age/Skill level) 

 
6:15 50/50 balls  

 Review boxing out and being first to the ball 
 Two lines of players right next to each other 
 Try to line them up on a line  
 Coach stands 15meters in front of the line 
 Coach tosses or rolls the ball and blows the whistle 
 Players fight for the ball 1v1 
 Player who comes up with it is on attack, other player is on defense 
 Attacker has to pass the ball back to coach 
 Coaching Points: boxing out, first to the ball, running through GBs 

 
6:25 Draw 

 Set up a draw with only the middies in (essentially a 3 v 3) 
 Subs are out to the side 
 Play out a draw until ball is possessed and the team that possessed it gets 

one pass 
 Reset draw do 3 draws with that one group then switch in subs  
 Coaching Points: boxing out, watching the ball into the stick in the 

air, first to the ball, running through GBs 
 
6:40 1v1s to goal starting with ground ball 

 2 lines of both attack and D on the 12 
 Coach rolls GB out from the cage, blows whistle 
 Only one line starts, who ever get it is on attack, other girl is on D 



 Drill ends with shot or Defender clearing it out past the 12 
 Coaching Points: Top hand to head of stick on GBs, boxing out, 

dodges 
 
6:55 2v2s to goal starting with ground ball (same as above but both lines go at 

once) 
 Coaching Points: Attack dodging and spacing, defensive positioning 

and knowing when to crash 
 
7:10 Scrimmage 

 Coaching Points: Communication, encourage the girls to use each 
others names on defense and attack, full speed, quickly marking up, 
spreading out on attack 
 

 
7:30 Post practice meeting, discuss what was learned at practice 

  



Practice Plan: Wednesday 4/6  
Grades 6 – 8 
 
6:00  Dynamic warm up 

 Jog/Jog  
 High Knees/Butt Kicks  
 Frankenstein walks/quad pulls 
 Quad hugs/Cross over toe touch  
 Side shuffle/side shuffle facing opposite direction 
 Karaoke/Karaoke facing opposite direction 
 Sprint/sprint 

 
6:05  Man over board tag game for warm up  
 
6:15  Passing and catching: Passing and Catching on the move 

 Shuttles line 
 Pass and catch strong hand to strong hand 
 Weak hand to weak hand 
 Ground balls too 
 Ground balls away 

 
Splits girls up into two or 3 groups (depending on availability of 
coaches) by skill level 

 
6:25  Dodging Shooting Shuttle from top of 8m 

 Review/demo dodges (emphasizes one strong move and then using 
North/South speed, the girls do too much East/West dodging) 

 One line of players at the top of the 12m, one line of players down low by 
the crease 

 Balls at the line down low 
 Low line passes it up to the top line 
 Player who just passed the ball runs up and plays D (maybe have them 

start out playing dummy d?) 
 Top line dodges and shoots 

 
6:45 Find your man-drill 

 Split the girls out into 2 teams, 5 girls on each team start in (rotate subs) 
 One team starts out on attack the other on defense (switch this after the 

attacking team has gone through 5 possessions) 
 All the girls mill around in the 8 meter (really make sure they are mixing 

it up) 
 One attacker has the ball and is just cradling while she mills around 
 Blow the whistle: attackers all run to space make sure they balance out 

around the 12m (put cones out if you need to) 



 Defenders need to quickly sort out and mark up 
 Once everyone is marked up blow a second whistle and play out the 5v5 

to goal 
 Restart the drill 3-5 times the same way and then switch attack and 

defense and subs  
 Coaching Points: Quickly finding a girl to mark, off ball defensive 

positioning, on ball defense, attack spacing 
 

7:00 Scrimmage Full Field 
 Divide the girls up into their teams 
 Round-robin scrimmaging 
 No Draws 
 Coaching points: defensively marking up, most dangerous girl, 

attack spreading out 
 
7:25 Post practice meeting, discuss what they learned at practice 

 


